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Abstract: With the flood of traditional banks, state-owned assets, quoted companies and venture capitals
into China's online lending marketplace, the competition among China's P2P platforms becomes more
serious than before. To ensure survival and development, a large number of small and medium-sized P2P
platforms in China are seeking to coordinate with other P2P platforms and external institutions (such as
traditional banks, insurance companies, etc). However, in reality, it is difficult for certain inexperienced P2P
platforms to accurately maintain the cooperation strength. To this end, this paper proposes a nonlinear
growth dynamics model for China's P2P platforms, and studies quantitatively the relationship between
cooperation strength and growth trend of P2P platforms by using the Lyapunov's first method in stability
theory. The results show that the powerful P2P platforms may occupy the whole online lending market in
the future. In addition, the small and medium-sized P2P platforms also can gradually narrow the gap with
the powerful P2P platforms by adjusting the cooperation strength properly, and even it is possible for them
to enjoy the same customer rate at some point in the future. The numerical simulation demonstrates the
effectiveness and feasibility of obtained model, and some development proposals are further put forward
for China's P2P platforms. The findings in this study give insights on how China's P2P operators coordinate
reasonably the cooperation and competition.
Key words: P2P platforms, cooperation strength, mutual benefit and win-win, winner-take-all.

1. Introduction
Owing to low-threshold and huge market demand, China's online lending industry achieves a vigorous
development since PPdai.com was launched firstly in 2007. The monitoring data from “Annual Report of
China's Online Lending Industry in 2016” indicates that there are 2,448 P2P platforms by December 2016.
And the loan has risen from 982.3 billion yuan in 2015 to 2063.9 billion yuan in 2016.
However, in recent years, because of supervision absence, business boundary indistinct, and operating
rules imperfection, numerous risks have been exposed in the high speed development of China's online
lending industry. The number of closed and problem platforms achieves 1741 in 2016 from the report
issued by “Yingcan Consulting”, which seriously hurts the confidence of China online lending participants
and industry's reputation. To promote the healthy development of China online lending industry, several
important regulatory documents such as ``Guiding opinions on promoting the healthy development of
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Internet Banking'' and ``Interim measures for the management of business activities of Internet lending
information intermediary institutions'' have been promulgated recently. With clearer regulation and
oversight, some non-compliance P2P platforms are banned or forced to close. Meanwhile, as traditional
banks, state-owned assets, quoted companies, and venture capitals pour into China's online lending
marketplace, the competition in this industry is also becoming more and more fierce. Obviously, it is more
difficult for large numbers of small and medium-sized P2P platforms to survive than before. In reality, to
ensure survival and development, many small and medium-sized P2P platforms are seeking to cooperate
with other platforms or external institutions. For example, renrendai.com reinforces the cooperation with
zdcredit.com and anshengcredit.com in business; ppdai.com coordinates with Sunshine Insurance in the
areas of transaction fund security and anti-money laundering; jimu.com and renrendai.com coordinate with
Minsheng Bank in Capital Depository.
Nevertheless, in reality, it is difficult for certain inexperienced P2P platforms to coordinate the
relationship between competition and cooperation. To this end, we propose a coopetition model based on
the current situation of China's online lending industry, and mainly focus on discussing the relationship
between the cooperative strength and P2P platform's growth tendency by using the Lyapunov's first
method in stability theory.
This paper offers both academic and practical insights. On the one hand, our study deepens the cross and
penetration between dynamic system and internet financial theory by introducing stability theory into P2P
lending industry. On the other hand, our study also provides China's P2P operators with suggestions and
references on how to balance the relationship between cooperation and competition.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the literature related to online lending is reviewed.
In Section 3, a coopetition model for China's online lending marketplace is presented. In Section 4, certain
detailed analysis for this coopetition model is conducted from nonlinear dynamics. The final Section
reviews the conclusions and offers development suggestions.

2. Literature Reviews
Recent years have witnessed the prosperous development of China's online lending industry. Additionally,
much attention has been paid to the research on the online lending too.
From the view of borrowers, the previous studies mainly focused on assisting borrowers to make
decisions and exploring the key factors of successfully securing a loan. For example, Puro [1] developed an
aid decision-making system for borrowers based on a logistic regression model and a data driven query
method, which displays the relationship between starting interest rate, loan amount and final interest rate.
Moreover, Wu [2] designed a decision support system for borrowers based on the intelligent agent in P2P
online lending. By providing borrowers with individual risk evaluation, lending portfolio, and loan
recommendation, the loan demand of borrowers will be effectively guaranteed. Regarding the
auction-related determinants of funding success, Herzenstein [3] found that the race and the gender of
borrowers affect the likelihood of the auction funding success, but the effects are small in comparison with
those borrowers financial strength and effort when listing and publicizing the auction. In addition, Ryan [4]
noted that both the individual/society information (e.g. guarantees, lists, resumes) and financial
information (e.g. credit rating, bank account, debt to income ratio, housing ownership) are key factors in
securing a loan successfully.
From the perspective of investors, the current research mainly concentrated on the lender's bidding
behavior, investment strategy, and decision-making. As to lender's bidding behavior, Garman [5] studied the
investment behavior of lenders by establishing an optimal selection model and explained the market
interest rate curve by introducing the concept of search premium. For the conformity in the process of
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investment, Ceyan [6], Lee [7], Krumme and Herrero [8], Herzenstein [9] and Wang [10] conducted detailed
research. In particular, Wang [10] found that the herd behavior in the process of online lending results in
unfair risk-return, low investment return and the waste of investment opportunities, et al. In terms of the
investment strategy, Puro [11] defined and recognized nine different bidding strategies by analyzing the
loan data from Prosper.com, and found three common strategies: valuator strategy, late bidding strategy,
and multi-times strategy. To effectively improve investment performances, Guo [12] proposed a data-driven
investment decision-making framework for P2P lending marketplaces and formulated the investment
decision in P2P lending as a portfolio optimization problem with boundary constraints. Moreover, Luo [13]
also presented three quantitative credit assessment and investment decision models relating to the lender
composition, borrower credit risk and multiple sources of information.
From the point view of P2P platforms, existing research mainly focused on analyzing the loan data from
online lending platforms. For example, Lee [7] confirmed the herd behavior by analyzing the trade data
from Pobfunding.com, the largest online lending platform in South Korea. By analyzing the loan data from
Prosper.com, Puro[1], [11] constructed an aid decision support system for borrowers, and Berkovich [14]
found that the loan with lower ex-post return contains higher deviation between price and ex-post return.
Even if the risk is illustrated and evaded, high priced loans can still obtain the excess return. As to the
information question in online lending marketplace, Freedman and Jin [15], [16] extracted the loan data of
prosper.com from June, 2006 through July, 2008. In addition, by analyzing a large number of loan listings
from Prosper.com, Lin [17] found that friendships can increase the probability of successful funding and
decrease the final interest rates on funded loans and ex-post default rates.
All above studies offer the online lending participants certain valuable guides, but few research focuses
on the development situation of P2P platforms. Actually, with the introduction of several online lending
regulatory documents, a growing number of China P2P investors choose to sit on their cash or invest in
some larger P2P platforms with high-profile. Due to the difficulty in capturing customers, the survival
environment of small and medium-sized P2P platforms gets more worse than before. To integrate the assets,
technology and talent advantage, many China's small and medium-sized P2P platforms are considering to
coordinate with commercial banks, insurance companies or other P2P platforms, et al. However, in reality, it
is difficult for certain inexperienced P2P platforms to coordinate the cooperation and competition strength
reasonably. How to coordinate this relationship is just this paper purpose.

3. Coopetition Model for China’s Online Lending Industry
To describe the growth characteristics of website, Maurer and Huberman [18] firstly established the
following competition model based on the Lotka-Volterra competitive equations

dxi dt   i xi  i  xi  

n



j  i , j 1

 ij xi x j , i  1, 2,..., n,

(1)

where xi is the proportion of customers visiting website i ,  i is the growth rate of individual website
without any competition,  i denotes their saturation capacity to service customers,

 ij is the competition

strength between websites i and j . The parameter values are such that xi ,  i ,

 ij  0 , 0  i  1 ,

j  1, 2,..., n.
After that, López and Sanjuán [19] defined the weak competition relationship between websites i and

j (  ij  i ) in model (1) as cooperation, and further discussed the growth tendency of three websites in
completely collaborative markets, completely competitive markets and mixed markets. Lastly, they obtained
a series of winning strategies. Based on these, Wang and Wu [20] extended the model in [19] to the
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cooperation and competition, and discussed the coopetition of two weak and one strong commercial
websites. The winning strategies for two mutual cooperative weak websites were given. They presented this
model as follows

dx1 dt  x1  b1  b1c1 x1  a12 x2  a13 x3  ,
dx2 dt  x2  b2  b2c2 x2  a21 x1  a23 x3  ,

(2)

dx3 dt  x3  b3  b3c3 x3  a31 x1  a32 x2  ,
where xi is the fraction of customers that visit website i , bi is the intrinsic growth rate of website i ,

1 ci  ci  0  is the maximum fraction of customers that website i can afford at the same time, a12 is the
cooperation rate between websites 1 and 2, which measures the fraction of customers that website 1
obtains because of website 2. a21 has a similar meaning as a12 . a13 is the competition rate between
websites 1 and 3, which measures the fraction of customers that website 1 loses because of website 3. a23 ,

a31 , a32 are nonnegative and have a similar meaning as a13 .
Due to the strict hypothesis in model (2), such as bi  b,1 ci  100%, aij  a ji , i  j, i, j  1, 2,3, the
achieved results may not be perfect. To make up the defects, Jiang and Cheng [21] discussed the general
case of model (2), and obtained some interesting strategies; for instance, weak websites with cooperation
will win and strong websites will be closed.
In fact, as a new type of commercial websites, P2P platforms are often affected by user preferences.
Generally speaking, the clients in online lending marketplace prefer borrowing and investing in a larger P2P
platform. Obviously, this type of platforms has greater advantages. This phenomenon exactly mirrors the
“rich gets richer” characteristics of commercial sites. To study the effect of “rich gets richer” on commercial
websites, Li and Zhu [22-[24] proposed this model as follows

dxi dt   i xi  i  xi  

n



j i , j 1





 ij 1+ij  x j  xi  xi x j , i  1, 2,..., n,



(3)



where xi is the fraction of customers visiting website i , ij x j  xi is the influence of user preferences,

ij is the effect intension,  i , i and  ij have the same definition as in model (1). xi ,i ,  ij  0 ,
0  i  1 , 0  ij  min{1,  ij }, j  1, 2,..., n.
On this basis, to the best of our knowledge, Wan and Deng [25] first proposed a growth dynamics model
of P2P platforms. That is,

dxi dt   i xi  i  xi  

n



j i , j 1





 ij 1+ij  x j  xi  xi x j 

n



j i , j 1

kij xi x j , i  1, 2,..., n.

(4)

Although model (4) can partly coordinate the relationship between competition and cooperation of P2P
platforms, it can not completely describe the cooperation status of China's online lending marketplace. In
reality, many small and medium-sized P2P platforms in China not only cooperate with other P2P platforms,
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but also work with traditional banks, insurance companies, third party payment institutions, et al. To better
describe the coopetition situation of China's Online lending marketplace, we present the following model
n



dxi dt   i xi  i  xi  

j  i , j 1





 ij 1+ij  x j  xi  xi x j 

n



j i , j 1

kij xi x j  si xi2 , i  1, 2,..., n. (5)

In our model, xi is the fraction of clients that visit P2P platform i .  i is the intrinsic growth rate of
P2P platform i without any competition, which measures the quality of contents and services of P2P
platform.  i is the maximum growth rate of P2P platform i . If there exists competition, xi x j is the

 ij xi x j is the fraction of clients that give up visiting

fraction of clients that visit P2P platforms i and j .

 ij is the competitive strength between P2P

P2P platform i and visit P2P platform j because of j ,

platforms i and j . kij is the cooperation strength between P2P platforms i and j , which measures
the fraction of clients that P2P platform i obtains because of P2P platform j , namely implies the
complement of P2P platforms. si denotes the cooperation strength between P2P platforms and other
external agencies such as traditional banks, insurance companies, the third party payment institutions. Due
to the characteristic of “rich gets richer”, the clients of P2P platforms prefer to visit the stronger platforms,



here ij x j  xi



ij is the influence degree.  i ,  ij  0 ,

denotes the effect of preferential choice,

kij  0, si  0,0  i  1,0  ij  min{1,  ij }, j  1, 2,..., n.
4. Model Solving and Analysis
Before solving and analyzing system (5), we need to introduce two definitions [25] as follows.
Definition 1. In system (5), we regard a website as powerful if it has bigger fraction of customers at the
initial time than other websites which are called small websites. Specially, we regard a website as monopoly,
if it occupies the whole market and other websites tend to extinction.
Definition 2. In system (5), two websites are nip and tuck if they have the same natural growth rate,
saturated growth rate, user preference, competitive and cooperative strength.
Adjust system (5) to the following form

dxi dt  xi [ i  i  xi  

n



j  i , j 1





 ij 1+ij  x j  xi  x j 

n



j  i , j 1

kij x j  si xi ]  xi f i  x  , i  1, 2,..., n. (6)

Obviously, system (6) has isoclinic curved surfaces xi  0 and fi  x   0 . Because the singular point of
system (6) are intersection points of isoclinic curved surfaces, the singular point in m dimension subspace
of

system(6)

can

be

figured

out

from

equations fir  x   0, r  1, 2,..., m and

the

xil  0,

l  m  1, m  2,..., n . Below, we analyze these singular points.
1) If m  0 , then the coordinate origin is the singular point of system (6).
2) If m  0 , then



 

fir  x   ir ir  xir 

n

j ir , j 1



 i j 1+i j  x j  xi
r

r

r

 x

j 

n



j ir , j 1

kir j x j  sir xir  0, r  1, 2,..., m.

(7)

Owing to the complexity of equations (7), it is extremely difficult to solve their solutions. Without loss of
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generality, we only discuss the nip and tuck case in this paper. According to Definition 2, the corresponding
parameters in equations (7) are equal. Assume

  i ,   i ,   i j ,    i j , k  ki j , s  si ,

(8)

 *  i  i j , k *  ki j  i j , s*  si  i j , r  1,..., m.

(9)

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

where  *  1 reflects the weak competition between P2P platforms, and 0   *  1 strong competition.

k *  1 implies that the cooperation between P2P platforms holds dominant, and 0  k *  1 competition.
s *  1 shows that the cooperation strength between P2P platforms and traditional banks, insurance
companies and so on is stronger than the competition strength between P2P platforms, and 0  s*  1 is
the opposite case.
After alternation of (8) and (9), equations (7) can be converted into



n

n



j 1

j 1



  *    *  1  k *  s*  xi   xi  1  k *   x j    x 2j   0, r  1, 2,..., m.


Because of

r

n

m

n

m

j 1

r 1

j 1

r 1

r

(10)

 x j   xir ,  x2j   xi2r , summing two ends of (10), we have
2

m
 m

m    m  k  1    k  s  1  xir     xir   m  xi2r  0,
r 1
r 1
 r 1 

(11)

2
m
m




 *

*
*
*
*
x  m    m  k  1    k  s  1  xir     xir   m .

r 1
r 1
 r 1  




(12)

m

*

*

*

*

*

That is,
m

2
ir

Substituting (12) into (10), we have

.
m
 m

*
*
* 
   xir  1    k  s  xir   xir m   0.
r 1
 r 1



(13)

Combine both (12) and (13), the solutions of equations (10) will satisfy
m

xir  mxir ,



r 1
m
 x 2   *    m  k *  1  1   *  k *  s*   x  m x 2
ir
ir

 ir

r 1
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Or
m

xir   k *   *  s*  1  ,



r 1
m
 x 2   *    k *  1 *  k *  s*  1   2 .
ir



r 1

(15)

To analyze the singular point of system (6), we should discuss the solutions of (14) and (15).
Case1. If the solutions of equation (10) are comprised of m equations of (14), then it follows from the
first equation of (14) that xi1  xi2  ...  xim .
Put it into the second equation of (14), we can obtain the following equilibrium point of system (6).

 xi   *  *  s*  1  m   k *  1     s  1  m  k   

 , r  1,..., m, l  m  1,..., n. (16)


Pi :  r
xil  0

m

Obviously, if k satisfies 0  k     1     s 

 m  1 , then the equilibrium point

Pi m will be

meaningful ( 0  xir  1 ). Notice that

x 
ir

'
k

 

   m  1    s   1  m  k      0 , xir
2

'
s

    s   1  m  k      0 .
2

That is, xir is a monotonic increasing function with regard to k and s , which implies that the market
share of P2P platforms will be risen with the deepening of cooperation no matter how much the natural
growth rate  , the saturated growth rate  and the competition strength  are. Actually, it also
confirms the fact that cooperation will help P2P platforms achieve mutual benefit and win-win.
Case2. If the solutions of equation (10) are composed of P  0  P  m  equations of (14) and

m  P

equations of (15), then it follows from the first equation of (14) and (15) that

xir   *  k *  s*  1 m , r  1, 2,..., m.

(17)

Substituting (17) into the second equation of (14),
m

x
r 1

2
ir

  *   k *  1 *  k *  s*  1  2 .

(18)

Obviously, (18) is the second equation of (15). Namely, Case 2 is the special circumstance of Case 3. This is
not discussed here.
Case3. If the solutions of equation (10) are composed of m equations of (15), then we need to consider
the nonnegative solutions of (15).
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Set

 x  k
m

ir

r 1

m

x
r 1

Clearly,

2
ir


k *  1   s *   *  




*

  *  s*  1   M ,

(19)

2
  *   *  s*  k *  1   k *  1   2  N .



M  0, N  0 ,

if

*

then

k *  1  s*   * .

2

 s*   4 *   2



1  s*   *  k *  1   s*   *  




*

(Here,

(Here,

(20)

 *  s*   *  2  * )

 *  2  *  s*   *

)

or
or.

2

 s*   4 *  2 . This is the first condition of (15) having


non-negative solutions.
Because xir  0 , M
1)

If

N M2

2

m  N  M 2.
,

then

k *  1  s*   *  *  *  s* 

(Here,

 *  s*

)

or

k *  1  s*   *  *   *  s*  (Here,  *  s* ). This is the second condition of (15) having
non-negative solutions.
2) If N  M

2

1
1


m , then k *  R  (Here,  *  2 1    *   s*   *  2 1    *  ) or
 m
 m

2


k *  1   2  m   *  s*   m2  *  s*   4m  m  1  *   2  m  1



or

2


k *  1   2  m   *  s*   m2  *  s*   4m  m  1  *   2  m  1



(Here,

1
 1

s*   *  2 1    *  or s*   *  2 1    *  ). This is the third condition of (15) having
 m
 m
non-negative solutions.
In short, if three non-negative conditions above are satisfied, then the equations (15) have nonnegative
solutions. By further calculation, we know that the equations (15) have nonnegative solutions if and only if
the following lemma is satisfied.
Lemma1. When the cooperation strength k and s satisfy

  s       s   k     s    


  s 

2

 4  2


or

k     s    


  s 

2

1

 4  2 ,   2 1     s   .

 m
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or
  s       s  k     s      s 2  4  2 or k     s   


 








2

k     m  2  s     m2   s   4m  m  1   2.









  s 

 4  2,


2

1


  2   s    2 1    .
m
then there exists a singular curve in m-dimensional subspace, that is, all solutions x* satisfying (15) are the
equilibrium points of system (6).
For the stability of equilibrium points of system (6), we have


Theorem1. 1) For all k  R and s  R , the equilibrium point P0 : xi  0, i  1, 2,..., n is unstable.

2) If

0  s   1    and 0  k      s     s  , then the equilibrium point

Pi : xi     s  , x j  0, j  i is stable; If 0  s   1    and k      s     s  ,
then it is unstable.

1
1


0  s    2 1    or s    2 1   
 m
 m
3) If
and


 1     s
 2  m   s     k     2  m   s      

, 
k | 0  k   

2  m  1
2  m  1
m 1




then

the

equilibrium

point

of

system

Pi m : xir     s  1  m  k    , xil  0  r  1,..., m, l  m  1,..., n  exists
subspace

and

is

stable.

However,

it

is

unstable

in

(n-m)

in

dimensions

(6)

m-dimensional

subspace,

where

  m2   s   4m  m  1  .
2

Proof. Consider the nonlinear of system (6), we employ the Lyapunov's first method in stability theory to
recognize the stability of its equilibrium points. Namely, by judging the sign of real part of eigenvalues of
Jacobian matrix in system (6), we can determine the stability of equilibrium points, like the following.
1) The system (6) has eigenvalues   0 at equilibrium point P0 : xi  0, i  1, 2,..., n . So, for all


cooperation strength k  R and s  R , P0 : xi  0, i  1, 2,..., n is unstable.

2) The system (6) at each equilibrium point Pi : xi  

  s  , x j  0, j  i

has eigenvalues

i    0,
2
  k   
  
 j   
  
 , j i.
 s
  s 

Obviously, when 0  s   1    and 0  k      s  
equilibrium

point

Pi : xi     s  , x j  0, j  i
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exists

and

  s  ,
is

 j  0 . That is, the

stable.

In

contrast,

if
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0  s   1    and k      s     s  , then the equilibrium point Pi is unstable.
Pi m : xir     s  1  m  k    , xil  0

3) The system (6) at each equilibrium point

 r  1,..., m, l  m  1,..., n 

has eigenvalues

i    0,
1

i 
r


  s  1  m  k    



i 
l

2





    s  1  m  k      m  k      s  1  m  k      m ,
2



   s  1  m  k      m  k      s  1  m  k      m
2

  s  1  m  k    
=-ir , r  2,3,..., m, l  m  1, m  2,..., n.

Through

2

the

computation,

 1
s    2 1   
 m

and

we



know

that

 2  m   s  
2  m  1

if





 1
0  s    2 1   
 m
k  

 2  m   s  
2  m  1



or

(Here,

  m2   s   4m  m  1  ), then ir  0, il  0 . Combine these with the existence condition of
2

 1     s 

m
Pi m  0  k   
 , the equilibrium point Pi exists in m-dimensional subspace and is
m

1


stable if and only if the cooperative strength satisfies

1
1


0  s    2 1    or s    2 1   
 m
 m

 1     s
 2  m   s     k     2  m   s      

, 
k | 0  k   

m 1
2  m  1
2  m  1



and 
.
From Theorem 1, we know that the adjustment for cooperation strength may change the local
distribution of China's online lending industry. For P2P platforms with similar strength, if natural growth
rate  , saturated growth rate  , competitive strength  , user preference degree  are known, the
cooperative strength s between P2P platforms and traditional banks, insurance companies, the third
party payment institutions satisfies 0  s   1    , and the cooperation degree k among P2P platforms
fulfils 0  k      s     s  , then the phenomenon of `winner-take-all' will appear. At this time,
the initial stronger P2P platforms may occupy the whole market, and other initial weaker P2P platforms
will tend to close down (see Fig. 1). Therefore, to obtain future competitive advantage, P2P platforms
should enhance the cooperation with other P2P platforms and external institutions. Meanwhile, they should
enhance the initial strength by advertising, technical improvement , differential operation, and so on. Once
the cooperation strength s and k satisfy

 1
0  s    2 1    or s    2 1  1   ,
 m
 m
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 1     s
 2  m   s     k     2  m   s      

, 
k | 0  k   

2  m  1
2  m  1
m 1





(Here,   m2   s   4m  m  1  ), all P2P platforms will share the same customer rate no
2

matter what their initial strength is (see Fig. 2). In other words, the small P2P platforms can narrow the gap
with the powerful P2P platforms by adjusting their cooperation strength reasonably. Actually, from

Theorem 1, we also find that the cooperation strength k between P2P platforms is related with the
cooperation strength s . The conclusion seems to imply that P2P platforms may prioritize to cooperate
with other external institutions like traditional banks, insurance companies, etc.
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This paper studies the competition and cooperation in China's online lending industry. By analyzing the
existence and stability of equilibrium solutions of a coopetition dynamics model, we obtain the following
conclusions. On the one hand, the initial stronger P2P platform may occupy the whole online lending
market in the future by adjusting the cooperation strength properly. On the other hand, the small and
medium-sized P2P platforms can also narrow the gap with the powerful P2P platform by cooperating with
other platforms or institutions. To provide China's P2P platforms with scientific guidance, we put forward
the following suggestions:
(1) Comply with monitoring rules strictly, make legal operation, and do not touch the bottom line of law.
Accelerate transformation and upgrading, back to the nature of information intermediary, small dispersion
and inclusive finance. With the introduction of several regulatory filings, the online lending industry
entered the industry reshuffle stage. Any P2P platforms which violate the monitoring rules or law will be
banned or be eliminated. To ensure survival, it is essential for P2P platforms to operate lawfully.
(2) As described in conclusion, the powerful P2P platforms may occupy the local online lending
marketplace by improving the initial strength and coordinating the cooperation intensity reasonably. For
this purpose, P2P platform should increase investment in advertising, integrate the resource of assets,
technology and talent advantage, improve user service level, enhance risk control ability, raise research and
development capability, and promote self competition power. On the other hand, we know when the
cooperation strength s and k are controlled in terms of Theorem 1(3), the small and medium-sized P2P
platforms can narrow the gap with the powerful P2P platforms. Even they can enjoy the same market share
in the future. So, it is extremely necessary for certain small and medium-sized P2P platforms to enhance the
cooperation with commercial banks, insurance company, small loan company and other P2P platforms.
They can enhance the cooperation with commercial banks in capital depository, explore the potential
collaboration with insurance company and small loan company in transaction fund security and business,
and strengthen the cooperation with other P2P platforms in data resource sharing.
Actually, as a complement to previous studies [20] and [22]-[25], this paper expands the research field of
commercial websites and enriches the coopetition theory. To a certain extent, the results provide P2P
operators with certain valuable theoretical guidance. However, which is yet unsatisfying is that there are
some defects in this paper, such as strict parameter assumption and limited impact factor in obtained model.
To further this line of research, other growth models fitting for China's online lending environment are
worth studying.
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